LMS365 and Microsoft Viva Learning
LMS365 in Viva Learning enables you to:

With the Viva Learning app in Microsoft Teams, people are offered a centralized learning hub from where they can explore courses from a variety of providers.

Bring structured, trackable training from your LMS365 learning management system into Microsoft Viva Learning and ensure that learning is available throughout the tools people are already using. LMS365 is automatically included in the list of available content providers for your Viva Learning application.

- Build your own training that includes both instructor-led training and other content
- Create targeted learning ensuring that people have the exact skills they need
- Foster growth by making learning available in the flow of work
- Create learning that supports the professional development of employees
- Get detailed data about the learning progress and keep track of learning records
- Prevent skills gap with structured reskilling and upskilling training
A closer look at LMS365 in the Viva Learning experience

Made for the Viva experience

When the integration is enabled, courses and training plans from your LMS365 solution will be shown in cards, side by side with the other learning content you choose to display in Viva Learning - branded for a seamless learning experience.

Brand your internal learning platform in Viva Learning

From within LMS365, you can customize the provider’s name and icon of courses and training plans from LMS365. This allows you to brand your internal learning platform and make the origin of training clear to learners.

Stay on top of important learning activities

From Viva Learning, learners can open courses from your LMS365 solution to start the training, share or recommend it, bookmark the course for later, or add it to their calendar to schedule the training.

All training activities are reported in LMS365, ensuring you keep track of important learning data.